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  In this issue                            Roving further down under
Rover summary for December 2020

P2 … RAWCS Annual report 2020          

P3 … Regional Projects report

P4 … RAM Rotary Against Malaria

P5 … Donations In Kind report

P6 … Committee for 2020 -2021

P7 … Rover Comms Strategy

P8-9 … Water Sanitation & Hygenie
RC Melbourne - Ruth Carlos Martinez,

P10 …  Zone 8 collaboration report

The 'Rover' newsletter extends communication to Rotarians and 
Project teams in Victoria, Tasmania, Mt Gambier – SA, which 
incorporates the 6 rotary districts encompassed by Southern 
Region. The 'silly' season of xmas – new year is here and that 
fettered caged feeling rescinds. The Rotary wheels are turning 
and I think Zoom meetings are not disappearing off the agenda 
for club and district operational undertaking. Refer to the article 
page 10 which conveys an overview of Rotary International Zone
8 and co-operation with our Kiwi neighbours under the Rotary 
banner of seventh Area of Focus “Supporting the Environment”

http://rawcs.org.au/rawcs-southern-region/
comms.southern@rawcs.org.au    

Southern Region Communications 

Ian Esmore 
[Rotary Club of Casterton D9780]

RAWCS Annual report  
Refer to page 2 for RAWCS annual report for 2020 with some of 
the activity summary and committee contacts.

RAWCS National web site
www.RAWCS.org.au The national web site has all additional 
information, resource material and contacts necessary for rotary 
members and public interface.

∗ National Activity summary       ∗ Successful project ideas
∗ RABS, RAM, DIK where to.        ∗ Marketing
∗ Project database & forms          ∗ Crowd funding
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Follow link for a PDF copy of Annual report 2020 delivered to your download directory
   Follow link for a copies of 'Rover' and past newsletters    http://rawcs.org.au/rawcs-southern-region/

RAWCS  Rotary Australia World Community Service Ltd  www.RAWCS.org.au  A.B.N. 37 739 341 003  A.C.N. 003 444 264
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“RAWCS received over $24.6 million in donations and has partnered with
philanthropists, donors and Australian Governments to enable Rotarians

to participate in a total of 540 projects.”     Chair John McLaren
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RAWCS PROJECTS SOUTHERN REGION  -  Quarterly Report for November 2020.
      PP Vijay Susarla.     Southern Region Projects Supervisor        Email: susarla2008@gmail.com
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RAWCS Southern Region Communications 2019-21
         OUTgoing

Please speak to my boss for this
exciting volunteer job offer.
     Coordinator, Ken Moore
or Secretary, Virginia Turner

http://rawcs.org.au/rawcs-southern-region/
comms.southern@rawcs.org.au    

Ian Esmore     [Rotary Club of Casterton D9780]

COVID19  - Remember this !

  RAWCS  remains  operational  however  in
accordance with Government directives:
The current environment may significantly impact
RAWCS  projects  and  the  activities  of  Rotary
Clubs for the foreseeable future.
  Covid19  restriction  may  mean  overseas
volunteer  teams  are  suspended.  However
applications relating to assisting and fund raising
projects  can  be  accepted  within  an  approval
process  to  suit  various  state  and  country
parameters.
  A working group has  been formed within  the
Board and is producing an Education Strategy for
Rotarians at  Regional, District  & Club level, the
aim being to engage with Rotarians and promote
RAWCS  unique  services,  hopefully  better  than
has been the case thus far.

RAWCS Southern Region 
Quarterly reports for August 2020

Quarterly reports for November 2020

Committee for 2020 -2021
District Governors - 6 Districts of Southern Region
District Governor Elects - Districts of Southern Region
District Governor Nominees Districts Southern Region
COORDINATOR   SR

PDG Ken Moore                     0418 144 034
IMMEDIATE PAST COORDINATOR 

PDG Mani Seneviratne          0409 123 292
SECRETARY  SR

PP Virginia Turner                  0414 245 815
TREASURER  SR

   TBA             
PROJECTS  SUPERVISOR  SR

PP Vijay Susarla                      0410 619 323
VOLUNTEERS SUPERVISOR  SR

Brad Quilliam                         0488 998 338
ROTARIANS AGAINST MALARIA  SR

PP Gloria Hargreaves           0419 140 090
SAFE WATER AND SANITATION SAVES LIVES   SR 

PP Ruth Carlos Martinez      0448 366 292
                Bill Chapman (past Supervisor) 0410 583 532   
REGIONAL COMMUNICATION SUPERVISOR    SR

PP Ian Esmore                       0427 481 077
COMMITTEE MEMBER                           

PP Garry Gunnel                     0448 405 709
DISTRICT RAWCS CHAIRS
9780 Noel Howard                  0439 311 053

district.chair9780@rawcs.org.au
9790 PDG Mani Seneviratne  0409 123 292

district.chair9790@rawcs.org.au
9800 PP Vijay Susarla                  0410 619 323

district.chair9800@rawcs.org.au
9810 Tony Stokes                  0419 577 886        

district.chair9810@rawcs.org.au
9820 Harry Ziegler  0419 526 326
                district.chair9810@rawcs.org.au 
9830 Leigh Dyson                  0401 007 035

district.chair9830@rawcs.org.au
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Water, Sanitation & Hygiene Project   –   Report 2020

 Ruth Carlos Martinez, Rotary Club of Melbourne- SR  RAWCS Water Sanitation
 [This report edited for inclusion herein.] full report   http://rawcs.org.au/rawcs-southern-region/ 

The Road to Tabuk Endless Opportunities
It is 34 degrees as the small plane flew over the Cordillera Ranges, Northern Philippines situated 
between the blue waters of the Pacific Ocean and the South China Sea.  So remote and rugged, the 
topography of landlocked Kalinga Province has an elevation of 8,200 ft, where  rice terraces and  
villages weave around the countryside. 78% belong to six ethnic indigeneous tribe, with five languages.

Who would have thought, that  with the abundance of rain water and natural vegetation, 12 out of 100
households are “waterless” and  52  % have no access to sanitary toilets ?  It is monsoon season, and 
as the small jeep traversed through the muddy roads, I see children walking through the midday sun, 
doing a balancing act of tin buckets of water across their shoulders. Children collect water from streams 
from 4am, and again 5pm, after school, at times missing school and homework.

Who would have thought, the need for  water, will raise the issue of literacy ?
The community’s water came from streams, mountains and the Chico River, fed into the aquifer. I 
sighted a well in disrepair, which have run dry, as their shallow aquifers(s) gradually depleted. There 
were outbreaks of gastroenteritis, and with the lack of clean water, sanitation was an issue,  with 
numerous skin lesions, affecting adults and children alike.  Children could not focus on their studies 
because most schools had no water or functional toilets, and attend to filling containers for their families’ 
water needs. From a high level perspective, the problems do not stop at lack of water.

Never has it been truer  that, Rotary Opens Opportunities.
From the 14 barangay villages, it was a juggling act identifying the recipient villages but zeroed it down 
to the “ poorest pf the poor” being  Laya West, Nambucayan, Guilayon, a Special Education school in 
Tabuk and Cudal.   After six months of assessments, plan and redesign, Rotary Foundation was 
presented with a global grant proposal of A$ 46,000, with two Host Rotary Clubs and one International 
Rotary Club, District 9800 as partners,  signed Memorandum of Understandings from the local 
government of Tabuk as cooperating organisation, supported by 5 community village associations and 
the provincial Dept of Health. The local government was called upon to be one of the major financial 
stakeholders, as it is my belief that accountability rests ultimately with the infrastructure provider – the 
local government. Nevertheless, RC of Melbourne became the international partner and on the 20th Feb 
2018, was awarded a TRF global grant, with joint Host Clubs of  Tabuk and Meycauayan Uptown. 
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The Road to Tabuk Endless Opportunities . . . . .    cont
 Implementation issues include but not limited to:  cultural beliefs delayed the work, water table aquifer is
dictated not by climate change but by a sacrificial offering to the Spirits, impassable roads made delivery
of materials difficult, majority of work is manual labour and on foot, sourcing of clean water with the right 
depth, mudslides, procedural training on Sanitation and Hygiene and recurring typhoons.

After 13 months of construction, Kalinga’s  five  villages and three  elementary schools;  total recipients  
of  6,807 (4,556 residents and 2,251 schoolchildren)  received  2 elevated tanks, 3  wells, 3 intake tanks,
6 reservoir tanks, 5 water distribution pipeline, 15 tap stands,  six  toilets and 18  school wash stands, 
Sanitation and Hygiene training to the 6 villages.

The Tabuk Water and Sanitation Hygiene Project clearly  demonstrates how more than ever Rotary is 
important to the world.  With collaboration, Rotarians from clubs and countries far and near can work 
together and deliver endless opportunities of service, heading towards a sustainable and better future.  

        Primary Schools in surrounding villages       Toilets and more toilets.

   Community engagement_chat on community queries     lubuagan tabuk kalinga

  Editors note :  I deliberated this last page 10 as editors privilage.
The seventh Area of Focus “Supporting the Environment” is however the
subject matter of which is SO relevant to the post COVID situation we
find  ourselves  emerging from.  Highlighting  may help  keep positive
thoughts for reset. Involving the wider community to support a rotary
initiative has emerging potential.
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RAWCS and RNZWCS have established a working group which meets regularly to further develop a cooperative
approach to supporting Rotary humanitarian projects in the Zone 8 region. The organisations are committed to

working collaboratively, sharing information and expertise to further the object of Rotary.

Extract from DIK report by David Dippie,  solatube@bigpond.com 

The seventh Area of Focus “Supporting the Environment” 
Will become active next year with grants available for activities in this area.  DIK is a recycling 
operation and we will be increasing the promotion of this aspect of our operation.  It will not affect 
how we operate, only how we tell our story and we need your help to get the message out.    

The Environmental Sustainability Rotary Action Group
Is becoming active in our Zone www.esraganzpi.org  It’s a new group with a lot of enthusiasm.
The aim at the moment is to encourage Clubs to register their projects, that have an Environmental 
Sustainability element.  They will mostly be Community and International Projects, being promoted 
in a different way, to a different audience.  We need to encourage Clubs to think about all of the 
ways they can promote their projects to different groups.   Additional external support is available 
for quality projects promoted in different ways.
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